
 
 

As a heads up (as a Mummy I would have liked one ☺). When we come back after Christmas we will come to school dressed as your child’s chosen and researched explorer  to present to the 
class.  Thank you ☺  

* Important dates this half term* - 2nd November, Topic Landing at 2pm. 3rd November, field trip into the main village of Damerham for Geography. Wear PE Kit to school 

on a Monday and Forest School kit on Thursdays     This sheet puts forward suggestions for ways in which you can support learning generally over this half term. Detailed 

home learning will be uploaded to the GC each Monday to be commented on, on the following  Monday. Please email me if you have any questions. ☺  

We will be again by writing for different purposes, 
including narrative (linked to the traditional tale of 
Town Mouse and County Mouse) and poetry.  You can 
support this by reading a variety of stories inspired by 
traditional tales. Those that are innovated for unusual 
endings or unexpected characters can be fun. We will 
be having a focus on adventurous vocabulary in 
narrative and poetry so noticing unusual words and 
discussing the meaning will be helpful.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zd63xyc/articles
/zdp4pg8 - is a fun way to support grammar.  

 

Science –  

Forest School (On Thursdays so please wear your kit), will, as ever, focus 

on confidence, building relationships and resilience. In addition, we will 

make clay mice for story making to support our narrative writing and 

cover some science. We will look at what is alive or has never been alive 

and look at some habitats.  

This BBC video link can support this (searching together supports 

children’s understanding of the safe use of the internet also). 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z6882hv/articles/zs73r82. This 

video can prompt conversations or on walks, spot living or non – living 

things.  

We will also carry out further investigations and experiments in forest 

school and the classroom to clarify, sort, ask and answer questions. 

qqquestions. We will begin to therefore notice patterns or links.  
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We will be learning about mapping linked to our local area and a contrasting city school.  You can support this by noticing key features on walks 

through your local area, such as physical features like rivers or hills, as well as human features like bridges or shops. Visits to contrasting areas 

such as a city or beach with use of some of the key vocabulary could support this. We will also be developing skills in using an atlas and learning 

the UK countries and their Capital Cities. We will use our growing  

knowledge to debate whether  

it is best to live in a city or a  

village, via a link with a city  

school.                             Suggested books could be… 

 Suggested books could be,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In maths, we will continue with a focus on addition and subtraction, moving towards 2 digit numbers. You can 

support this by continuing to reinforce number bonds within 10 and up to 20 and counting in steps of 2, 5 and 10. 

Counting in 10s forwards and backwards from any number is a key skill.   Noticing and talking about the uses of 

maths in real life is also important for children to recognise it as a key life skill. We will be linking the reasoning 

and word problems to the topic and making them meaningful wherever possible. 

Key Vocabulary – (art), colour, 

shading, distance, (Geography), 

map, beach, cliff, coast, river, 

valley, house, bridge, city, town.  
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We will look at 

key landscape 

artists, Lowry, 

Cooper and 

Bruce.  
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If you feel you can 

contribute to the topic 

please let us know ☺    
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